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2. Cairns. 

My main object is to provide improvementS 
in heating apparatuses to the end of more Satis 
factorily controlling the operation of the appa 
ratus and produce more uniform heating of the 
Space to be heated. 
Another object is to provide for the nearest 

approach possible to such regulation of the 
heater aS to compensate at all times for the 
leakage of the heat units from the Space to be 
heated, regardless of the outdoor temperature. 
Another object is to provide improvements in 

heaters in which a heating medium is generated, 
by any Suitable means, as for example gaS or 
oil, or electricity, all of which, for the purpose 
Of this application Will be treated as 'fuel' heat 
ers, to the end of rendering the Supply of fuel 
to the heater controllable automatically from 
temperature conditions, to increase the flow of 
fuel to the heater as the temperature lowers and 
decrease the foW of the fuel to the heater as the 
temperature rises; the fuel flow changing respon 
sive to each change in temperature conditions, 
as distinguished from a condition in Which the 
fuel supply to the heater is either fully opera, or 
fully closed, or in addition at a few selected 
temperatures, a retarded flow of fuel to the 
heater is provided for; and other objects as will 
be manifest from the following description. 

Referring to the accompanying drawing: 
Figure 1 is a view in elevation, partly i dia 

grammatic, of apparatus embodying my inven 
tion; and 

Figure 2, an enlarged Sectional view of the 
heater element of the installation. 
I have chosen to illustrate my invention as 

applied to a gas heater the Operation of which is 
controlled responsive to changes in the outdoor 
temperature. The gas heater shown at 3 may 
be utilized to heat the room or rooms to be heat 
ed, in any desirable way and by any desirable 
medium. The gas heater, by way of example, 
may form a part of a hot water boiler in a hot 
water heating system. 
The burner of the heater is represented at 4 

and is shown as located in a fire box 5 the inlet 
end 6 of the burner, as is customary, flaring out 
wardly. A pipe 7 for supplying gas to the burner 
extends through the front wall. 8 of the fire box 
and into the inlet 6 of the burner and in spaced 
relation theretO. 
The front Wall 8 of the fire box contains a 

circular series of . openingS 9 Surrounding the 
pipe T and communicating with the burner inlet 
6 to supply thereto primary combustion Support 
ing air, and a second circular Series of openings 

and an upper chamber 9 the partition 5 

(Cl. 236-92) 
for Supplying secondary combustion. Support 

ing air to the discharge from the burner A. A 
circular shutter is rotatably notinted on the 
front wall 8 of the fire box concentric with the 
:Series of openingS S) and : 0 and contains seg 
mental slotS 2 Spanning the openings 9 and (, 
whereby upon rotating the shutter, the effective 
sizes of the openings 9 and may be varied 
from Substantially zero to a maximum, to thereby 
provide for the supplying to the heater of the 
proper an Ount of primary and Secondary air 
to be Supplied to the gaS foWing into the burner 
as hereinafter described. .. 

It is the more usual practice in Service gas 
installations to provide each building to be Sup 
plied with gas, with a gas pressure regulator 
located within the building and serving to insure 
the delivery of the gas to its point of use at a 
pressure not exceeding a predetermined pressure 
regardless of the pressure in the mains. Such 
a regulator, modified, however, as hereinafter 
explained, is shown at f 3... It cornprises a casing 

A having º a partition ... f5 and a movable º dia 
phragm 6 dividing it into a high pressure cham 
ber í '', an intermediate low presstre chamber 8; 

having 
an Opening 20 providing a valve seat 2 for a 
valve 22 connected with the diaphragm 6. The 
regulator 3 is interposed in the Service line 
ahead of the ourner 4. Whereby the burner re 
ceives its gas supply from the low pressure 
Chainber 8. 
The diaphragm 6, and therefore the valve 22, 

are spring loaded as by the compression spring 
shown at 23 as customarily provided, whereby it, 
is necessary that a certain pressure of gas build 
up in chamber 8, depending upon the resistance 
of the spring 23, before the valve 22 will close, 
the greater the preSSLIre permitted to build up 
in chamber 8 the greater the flow of gas to the 
burner. 

In accordance. With my invention, considering 
this particular embodiment thereof, I. automati 
cally regulate the amount of pressure which may 
be built up in chamber 8 and thus the rate of 
flow of gas to the burner, responsive to changes 
in the outdoor temperature. As the outdoor 
temperature lowers the resistance of Spring 23 
is caused to be increased requiring the attainment, 
of a higher pressure of gas in the chamber 8 
before the valve 22 will close; and as the outdoor 
temperature rises, the resistance of the spring 
23 is caused to be decreased requiring the attain 
ment of a lower pressure of gas in the chamber 
18 before the valve 22 will close, 
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In the arrangement shown I provide a spring 

tensioning member 24 comprising a rod 25 slid 
able in the casing 4 and having a head 26 which 
bears against the upper end of the spring 23. 
The rod 25 presses against the underside of a 
lever 27 hinged at 28 to an upright 29 on a bracket 
30 secured to the casing 4. A tension spring 
3 connected with the bracket 30 and adjustably 
With the lever 27 and of greater strength than 
the spring 23, forces the lever 27 against the rod 
25 and thus Compresses the Spring 23, except as 
restrained by the controlling mechanism now to 
be described. 

Interposed between the bracket 30 and the 
lever 2 is a bellows-like expansible and contract 
ible member 32 closed except for connection. With 
a tube 33 which leads to a point outside of the 
building in which the heater is located and is 
there provided with a bulb 34 exposed to the out 
dOOr temperature. 
The bulb 34, tube 33, and member 32, consti 

tuting a thermostat device, are closed to the at 
mosphere and contain any suitable fluid which, in 
contracting and expanding under variations in 
the Outdoor temperature, controls, through the 
member 32, the position of the lever 27 and con 
sequently the degree to which the diaphragm 6 
is Spring loaded. 
In practice it Will be found desirable to SO con 

dition the mechanisms described that at say 72 
F. Outdoor temperature, the member 32 will be 
expanded by the actuating fluid to such an extent 
that the loading of the spring 23 is negligible 
and thus no, or practically no, gas is Supplied to 
the burner; but as the outdoor temperature de 
creases the fluid in the thermostati device con 
tracts permitting the spring 3 to lower the lever 
and increase the Spring load on the diaphragm 6 
and the valve 22, thus opening the latter and set 
ting the regulator for the maintaining at this 
temperature of a high degree of gas pressure; and 
as the outdoor temperature rises the fluid ex 
pands, thus lifting the lever 2 and reducing the 
Spring load. On the valve 22. . 
The pressure of the gas flowing to the burner 

4 will be varied whenever a temperature change 
in the outdoor atmosphere occurs, the parts of 
the apparatus being so proportioned and ar 
ranged that there will be supplied to the burner 
automatically approximately that amount of gas 
necessary to maintain a predetermined temper 
ature, say 72 F. in the building to be heated 
regardless of the outdoor temperature, the vary 
ing of the pressure of gas being directly respon 
Sive to each atmospheric change, approximately 
uniformity of heating is effected. 
As the air supplied to the heater for primary 

and secondary combustion should vary With the 
pressure of the gas, less air being supplied to the 
burner as the gas pressure to the burner de 
Creases, and Vice versa, provision is made for 
automatically accomplishing such control of the 
air. This is effected by connecting an arm 35 on 
the shutter with the lever 27, as by means of 
the adjustable link connection 36, the shutter 
rotating in a direction to afford increased air 
entry to the heater as the lever 27 Swings down 
Ward responsive to a drop in the outdoor tem 

perature, and rotating in a reverse direction to 
reduce air entry to the heater as the Outdoor tem 
perature rises. 
Sometimes a plurality of heaters, in practice, 

are connected with a single gas pressure regulator 
So located as to be subject to the temperature of 
the outdoor atmosphere. My invention may also 
be applied to such installations, in which case the 
outlet T of the described structure Would be 
branched to lead the gas to the plurality of heat 
e.S. 

While I have illustrated and described a par 
ticular embodiment of my invention and have 
also described a modification thereof, I do not 
wish to be understood as intending to limit it 
thereto, as the same may be variously modified 
and altered and the invention embodied in other 
forms of structure without departing from the 
spirit thereof. Thus by way of example, any 
other suitable form of temperature controlled 
means may be used if desired to regulate the fuel 
flow controller. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent, is: 
1. In combination with a gas-fired heater in an' 

enclosure, a conduit for conducting gas to the 
heater, a gas-pressure regulator for controlling 
the gas pressure in Said conduit having a spring 
loaded valve-operating diaphragm and temper 
ature-controlled means for controlling the load 
ing of said diaphragm operative, upon each tem 
perature decrease exterior to Said housing to in 
Crease the load. On said diaphragmi to increase the 
pressure of gas in the conduit and upon each tem 
peratULIre rise to decrease the load on the dia 
phragm to decrease the pressure of gas in said 
Conduit, Said means comprising a movable men 
ber for controlling the loading of the diaphragm, 
a Spring urging said member in a direction to in 
crease the load on the diaphragm, and a movable 
element controlled by the temperature exterior of 
Said enclosure acting On Said member in opposi 
tion to Said last-referred-to spring. 

2. In combination with a gas-fired heater in 
an enclosure, a conduit for conducting gas to the 
heater, a gas-pressure regulator for controlling 
the gas pressure in Said conduit having a spring 
loaded Valve-operating diaphragm and tempera 
ture-controlled means for controlling the loading 
of Said diaphragm Operative, upon each tempera 
ture decrease exterior of said enclosure to in 
Crease the load. On Said diaphragm to increase the 
pressure of gaS in the conduit and upon each tem 
perature rise to decrease the load on the dia 
phragm to decrease the pressure of gas in Said 
conduit, said means comprising a movable mem 
ber for controlling the loading of the diaphragm, 
a spring urging said member in a direction to 
increase the load on the diaphragm, a closed 
course containing an expansible and contractible 
fluid, said course including a portion exposed to 
the temperature exterior of said enclosure, and 
an element movable responsive to the contracting 
and expanding of said fluid and operating upon 
the expansion of said fluid to move said movable 
member in opposition to Said last-referred-to 
Spring. 

WILLIAMAYERS. 
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